
The Book of Ezekiel



Whitewashed

The false teaching they have done is like 
a whitewashed wall, God says, because 
they are trying to cover up a crumbling or 
faulty future outlook with vain promises

Each time the coating fades, they go back 
and re-apply the covering, even though 
they are doing nothing to improve the 
wall’s integrity

What do people in our world attempt to 
whitewash? What happens as a result? 
What is a Christian’s alternative to 
whitewashing?



The Test

Finally, the wall is tested beyond what it 
can stand by a great storm, with 
torrential rains, strong wind, and great 
hailstones

Just like the times in which God passed 
judgment with a storm, there was great 
damage and no one could escape the 
rubble left behind

Can you think of an event or sequence of 
events in a person’s life can cause 
everything to come crashing down? What 
other damage can be caused in the 
process? What is different in a Christian’s 
outlook when this happens?



The hunt for souls
Now, God tells Ezekiel to turn his 

attention to the women who are 

falsely testifying, in a little bit of a 

different way

Just like their male counterparts, 

they are saying whatever they want, 

but they use magic bands and veils 

as a part of their sorcery, hunting for 

people’s souls

Just like the bands and veils, where 

do you see people wearing their own 

“badges” to show their allegiances? 

Can wearing certain kinds lead to 

trouble? What badges do Christians 

have?



Was it worth it?

For something as costly as their lying 
and spellcasting, they are getting very 
little in return: just a handful of barley 
or a piece of bread to use for their 
food

Yet, God’s people are seduced by the 
magic of the occult and their fate is 
altered by what these magicians have 
said or done

When might you see something trivial 
or unimportant dragging others 
down? Is there anywhere is scripture 
that this is addressed?


